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21 July 1969

SUBJECT« Documentation of Bikini Cleanup Project

THRU s My. Joseph Merrill
Atomic Energy Comission Deputy
Joint Task Group &.&

TOe Ky, Charles Dunlap

Holmes and Karver BEST COPYAVAILABLE

1. As Commander Joint Task Group 8&8. I am responslhle for complete
documentation of the Bikini Cleamip Project. I have been furnished
detailed ingtrustions for eompleting a work list data sheet that when
commeted must £100 any historieal or legal documentation requirement.
A copy of the instruction sheet is enclosed.

Ze It is requested that HSalmes and Narver, as part of this project,
determine the necessary information and complete the wrk list data
sheets with accompanying modified plot plans.

3. It is necessary that we have close coordination in preparing these
liste. Specifically, Holmes and Sarver d obtain all information
for columns; two (2) Locations; three (3) Stetus at start of project;
eix (6) Final Action. Based on personal reconaiesance, study of avail-
able plot plans, and consultation with the AEC Representative and your-
self, 1 will furnish te you the information required for columns; one
(1) Item; four (4) Planned Actions five (5) Reamrks.

4. All manmade structures (e.g. bunkers) thet will remain in place at
the completion of the project will have thelr overall dimensions in-
eluded in columm 3.

5. On all plot plans a title blook will be printed that includes
appropriate title related to this project, date and signature of the
person responsible for preparing the plot plan.
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2. duly 1959

SUBJECT: Doounentation of Bikini Gleamp Project

6. 4s wrk list data shects are completed for each island they wi12
be forwarded to the commander JTF &. Twenty-five ooples, inalnding
plot plans will be furnished.
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